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Polarized light-absorption spectra are obtained for single-domain
planar-oriented samples of the discoticDho . Previously predicted spec-
tral effects induced by resonant dipole–dipole interactions of the mol-
ecules are observed. New methods for determining the parameters of
the local field in theDho phase are developed which take into account
the mixing of the molecular excitations. It is shown that the two-
dimensional crystalline ordering of the molecular columns decreases
the anisotropy of the local field for this phase. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00613-1#

PACS numbers: 61.30.Eb, 78.40.Dw

1. Experimental data on the anisotropy of the local electric field in liquid crys
~LCs! with disk-shaped molecules are important for analyzing a variety of ques
which are being actively discussed: the possibility of a ferroelectric state in disc
nematicsND ~Refs. 1 and 2!, the polarity of molecular columns and their antiferroelect
ordering in the discoticsDh(0,d) ~Refs. 3 and 4! the quasi-one-dimensional electric an
photoelectric conductivity of theDh(0,d) phases,5 the qualitative difference of the charac
teristic features in the polarized absorption spectra of calamitic and discoidal LCs,6 and
the effect of two-dimensional crystalline ordering of columns on the anisotropy of
dipole–dipole interaction of the molecules. However, such data have been lacking
far. To determine the local-field parameters in discotics by spectral methods7 these meth-
ods needed to be modified to take into account the mixing of molecular excitations,8 and
single-domain planar-oriented samples needed to be obtained for polarized spec
vestigations. These problems are solved in the present work.

2. The object of investigation was the discotic liquid crystal THE7 with the indica
temperatures (°C! of the phase transitions between crystal, discoticDho , and isotropic
liquid (C–Dho–I ).
290021-3640/99/70(1)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The uniaxial phase ofDho is a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice of molecular colum
which are perpendicular to this lattice and parallel to the directorn.5 The molecular cores
are translationally ordered along the axes of the columns. The orientational order
molecular axesl ~perpendicular to the plane of the core! relative ton is characterized by
the order parameterS5^3cos2uln21&/2.

Single-domain films of the discoticDho with an area of several square centimete
thicknessd510–20 mm, and uniform orientation ofn parallel to the substrates wer
obtained in NaCl, KBr, CaF2, and Ge cells using a modification of the method of Ref.
Polished substrates were cleaned by conventional chemical methods without usin
factants. The initial uniform homeotropic orientation of the LCs with the optic a
normal to the substrates was obtained by capillary filling of the cell in the isotropic p
followed by slow cooling and lowering of the temperature of the LC to the work
range. Next, for a monitored plane-parallel arrangement of the substrates and fixd,
unidirectional stepped displacements of one substrate relative to the other wer
formed in 15-min intervals using a micrometric screw, with visual and spectral mon
ing of the orientation of the sample at the end of each interval. Spectral monit
consisted of measuring the dependenceDe(nk ,l ) of the optical density of the IR absorp
tion bands for the extraordinary light wave, polarized in theNs plane, as a function of the
shift l of the substrate. HereN is the normal to the cell surface and is parallel to t
direction of propagation of the light wave, ands is the direction of the relative displace
ment of the substrates. The dependencesDe(nk ,l ) are presented in Fig. 1 for a number
absorption bands. Saturation of these dependences, which corresponds to a plana
tation of the directorn and the equalityDe(nk ,l c)5D i (nk), is observed forl c'50d. For
orthoscopic observation in crossed prisms, such a sample with an area of several
centimeters is a uniformly colored domain, a fragment of which is displayed in Fig
For an ordinary light wave polarized in a direction normal to the planeNs, the position
and optical densityD'(nk ,l ) of the IR absorption bands do not change in the proces
orienting the LC and are identical to those for the initial homeotropic and final pl
orientations. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The spectra were obtained on an autom
Specord M82-57 spectrophotometer with multiscanning and subsequent averaging

For d510–20mm the planar orientation of the discotic remains stable for m
hours. Asd decreases or the temperature approaches theDho–I transition temperature
the relaxation time of the planar-oriented sample in an unoriented state decreases r
With increasingd.20 mm, the uniformity of the initial homeotropic sample and of th
planar-oriented sample obtained from it degrades. The results presented below a
temperatureDT5TID2T522.3 K, far from theDho2I transition.

3. The displacement of the maximanm j of the IR absorption bands of the LC
polarized parallel (j 5 i ) and perpendicular (j 5') to the director, relative to their po
sitionsnmi in the isotropic phase is determined by the order parameterSof the molecules,
the anisotropyt5(L i 2L')/3 of the Lorentz tensorL of the LC, and the angleb
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between the transition dipole momentd and the molecular axisI . For all isolated absorp-
tion bands of THE7 the expected inequalitynm'.nmi is satisfied6 irrespective of the
value of b. The bands presented in Fig. 4,nmi

(1)5780, nmi
(2)5811, nmi

(3)5836, nmi
(4)

5869.5, andnmi
(5)5908 cm21, are characterized by different values ofb, where for the

strongest bandsb2.54.7°.b4.b3'0. These inequalities correspond to the rat

FIG. 1. Optical densityDe(n) of the LC THE7 atT570.2° for the extraordinary light wave as a function of th
relative shiftl of the substrates forn5830 and 865 cm21 ~1 and2, KBr cell, d512.4mm! andn51616 cm21

~3, CaF2 cell, d517.6mm!. The curves are interpolations.

FIG. 2. Texture of the planar-oriented discotic THE7 in crossed prisms, indicated by the cross. The
shows the direction of the relative shift of the substratessi n.
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nmi
(n).nm i

(n) for n52 –4 andDn (3).Dn (4), which are expected for a discoidal LC.6 Here
Dn (n)5nmi

(n)2nm i
(n) . The valuesDn (3)56.6 andDn (4)54.2 cm21 demonstrate the firs

reliable observation of the splitting of polarized intrinsic absorption bands of a LC
result of resonant dipole–dipole intermolecular interactions. This splitting is simila
nature to the Davydov splitting of polarized excitonic-absorption bands in molec
crystals.7,10 High values ofSand low values ofb in discoidal LCs is optimal for observ
ing this effect in uniaxial LCs,6 as the present experiment confirms.

FIG. 3. Polarized componentsD j (n) of the absorption band of the LC THE7 withj 5 i ~1!, ' ~2,28! for a
sample with planar~1,2! and homeotropic~2 8! orientation and in the isotropic phase~3, CaF2 cell, d517.6
mm!.

FIG. 4. Polarized componentsD j (n) of the absorption bands of the LC THE7~KBr cell, d512.4 mm!. The
labels are the same as in Fig. 3.
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It is seen in Fig. 3 that another unusual relationnm i 5nm'.nmi , possible in dis-
coidal LCs forb<90° and high values ofS and t,6 is satisfied. The absorption ban
nmi

(6)51613.5 cm21 corresponds to vibrations of the molecular core of THE7 w
b'90° and is optimal for observing this effect; in addition, the inequalityDn (3)

'uDn (6)u agrees with expectations.6

Thus, polarized absorption of a planar-oriented discoticDho demonstrates som
highly characteristic spectral features which qualitatively distinguish uniaxial disco
LCs from uniaxial calamitic LCs~formed by rod-shaped molecules! and are due to the
difference of the local symmetry of these objects.6 The relationsnm'.nmi.nm i and
nm j.nmi observed for the two-dimensional crystalDho correct the widely held belief
that the absorption bands undergo a ‘‘red’’ Lorentz shift when the liquid crystallize

4. The isolated group of bandsn (1)–n (5) noted above and the bandn (6) were used to
determine the componentsL j . The transition from a dilute solution of THE7 in CCl4 to
the isotropic phase of the LC is accompanied by a low-frequency shift of the bandsn (1)–
n (5) and by a change in their relative intensities and half-widths. This attests to
presence of mixing of the corresponding molecular vibrations in the LC as a resu
local-field effects.8 With this mixing taken into account, the componentsL j can be found
from the system of equations8

Tr L51, N2g2~N1g112!53, ~1!

where N15D i /D' and N25D' /Di are the dichroic ratios of the integrated optic
densitiesD j of the entire group of bandsn (1)–n (5),

g15
nbi

nb'
S f b'

f bi
D 2

, g25
r inb'

rnbi
S f bi

f b'
D 2

, ~2!

nb j are the background refractive indices for the group of bands under study,f b j51
1L j (nb j

2 21) are the background components of the local-field tensorf b , andr andr i

are the densities of the liquid-crystal and isotropic phases. The valuesnb i 51.452,
nb'51.527 (DT522.3 K! and nbi51.487 (DT5210 K! were measured in the trans
mission region of the LC,n5190022500 cm21, by an interference method using a G
cell. The ratior/r i51.026 was measured for the same values ofDT. The parameters in
system~1! areL i 50.679,L'50.161,g150.457, andg251.338.

The componentsL j for the bandn (6) were determined by three different method
The first method uses the system of equations~1! with the parametersN1* 5d1N1 and
N2* 5d2N2, where the corrections8

d15
11D i

(7)/D i
(6)

11D'
(7)/D'

(6)
and d25

11D'
(7)/D'

(6)

11Di
(7)/Di

(6)
~3!

take into account the mixing of then (6) band with the intensenmi
(7)51507 cm21 band, for

which b75b6. The valuesd1'1 andd250.8 were obtained for the experimental co
ditions corresponding to Fig. 3. Using these parameters in Eq.~1! gives the following
values: L i 50.642, L'50.179, g150.498, g251.285, and SSb520.447. For b6

590° we obtain henceS50.894 andt05t(S51)50.173.

The local-field parameters presented above are very sensitive to the mixing
bands n (6) and n (7). The approximationd1,251 gives almost isotropic value
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L i 50.391,L'50.305,g150.915, andg250.997 and strongly underestimated valu
S50.809 andt050.035. The latter two values correspond to the inequalitiesnm i

(6)

.nmi
(6).nm'

(6) ~Ref. 6!, which contradict Fig. 3.

The second method of determining the componentsL j uses the equalitynmi
5nm' , which is equivalent to the equation6

N1*
nb' f b'

nbi f bi
5

L'~3nb'
2 11!21

L i~3nbi
2 11!21

~4!

or

nb'
2 f bi~322N2* g2!

nbi
2 f b'N2* g2

5
L'~3nb'

2 11!21

L i~3nbi
2 11!21

, ~5!

since equating the left-hand sides of Eqs.~4! and ~5! gives the second of Eqs.~1!. The
condition Tr L51, taken together with Eq.~4!, gives L i 50.645, L'50.177,
g150.495,g251.290,SSb5(N1* g121)/(N1* g112)520.447, andt050.175. Replac-
ing Eq. ~4! with Eq. ~5! gives close values:L i 50.640, L'50.180, g150.501, g2

51.282, SSb512N2* g2520.444, andt050.173. In the approximationN2* 5N2 the
system of equations comprising the relation TrL51 and Eq.~5! has no physical roots
L j , which likewise signifies the need to take into account the mixing of the bandsn (6)

andn (7).

The third method of determining the componentsL j is to use the second equatio
from Eqs.~1! and Eq.~4! or ~5!, which makes it possible to avoid thea priori assumption
that Tr L51. The results areL i 50.663, L'50.179, TrL51.021, g150.485,
g251.285,S50.894, andt050.180. Thus one finds that the condition TrL51 holds
within the limits of experimental accuracy; this has been a matter of dispute in
molecular-statistical theory.7

5. The results presented above, which were obtained on planar-oriented samp
cells consisting of different materials and by different methods and for different grou
bands give nearly the same values:L i 50.6660.02, L'50.1760.01, g150.4860.02,
andg251.3160.03. The quantityS50.89060.004 agrees with the NMR dataS50.88
60.92~Refs. 5 and 11! for the homolog THE6 for the same value ofDT. The ratio of the
componentsf b i 51.73 andf b'51.23 of the local-field tensor corresponds to a high
electric conductivity of the discoticDho along the columns5 and is opposite to the ratio o
these components in uniaxial calamitic LCs.7 The experimental valuet050.1860.01 is
greater than the estimated values of this parameter1 which admit the possibility of a pola
phase of the discoidal nematic, and it lowers the corresponding minimum required
of the constant molecular dipole moment along theI axis. However, the value oft0

obtained is less than the theoretical valuet0* 50.227 calculated for THE7 using Eq.~4! of
Ref. 12, with allowance for the orientational ordering of the molecules and the ex
mental values13 of the column diameter 2at521.94 Å and the intermolecular distance
the column 2al53.59 Å . Since the value oft0* neglects the translational ordering of th
molecules in the columns and the two-dimensional ordering of the columns thems
the relationt0* .t0 indicates that the anisotropy of the tensorL is lower in theDho phase
on account of the difference of the discotic and nematic ordering of the molecules
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The method proposed here for obtaining and monitoring planar-oriented samp
a discotic LCs greatly expands the possibilities of investigating the structure and pr
ties of these objects by polarized absorption spectroscopy, Raman scattering, and
nescence methods.
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